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4 Cash
Points
Birthdays:

As of 2/1/15
We have 6 points

Feb. 9, Frank Beckler
Feb. 11, Gary Finster
Anniversaries:

Congratulations to All!
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Monthly Gathering
50/50 Winner

Gary Finster
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ur first 2015 gathering in January was a light showing of
members either due to travelling south, weather conditions and/or illnesses. We still had a great time with a lot of
laughs and great discussions.

Chapter T’s Director’s
Corner

We had just learned that Linda Fletcher has returned home and is recuperating from her recent surgery. Chapter “T” sends our thoughts and get well wishes for a healthy and speedy recovery.
We had our first dinner ride to Gone Coastal on January 8th and 15 members were able to be there to share in the laughs
and definitely good food.
January 8th thru the 10th was the Maryland’s Silver Anniversary Winter Thing, in Ocean City, MD. Our 2014 Couple of the
Year, Jim and Trish, participated and were our representatives for that event.
Speaking of Couple of the Year, a new committee was formed to host the “Couple of the Year”. The committee met and it
was announced at our gathering that the Couple of the Year for 2015 was once again Jim and Trish Thayer. They were selected for their continued dedication and ongoing interests in Chapter “T” and GWRRA. Congratulations again to you both.
There was a lengthy discussion with the members on how to celebrate Chapter T’s 15th Year Anniversary. There were definitely some great ideas and we will be making a decision on that event shortly.
Spring is on the way and we discussed that we needed
to coordinate a ride schedule soon so that everyone can
plan ahead. Linda and Clark have graciously accepted to
have this at their home. This will take place on February
21st. A pass the dish of light food and snacks will be in order.
On Saturday, January 24th, six of our Chapter members
attended the GWRRA New York District Meeting which was
held in Liverpool, NY. Ted, Janice, Linda and Clark were
sworn in as Chapter officers and Ted and Janice received
their certificates as Chapter Directors. A lot of information
was provided on training opportunities and District events.
All the Chapter Directors that were there were asked to
speak at the podium about what good is happening in their
chapter and what difficulties. Again it was unanimous that
most of the chapters were still having difficulty of attracting
new members and also keeping the retention of current
members.
Speaking of events,
Here are some “UP Coming” events:
February 8th - Sunday 9:30 Am-2:30 PM Chapter D’s Seminar & Chili Cookout, Chittenangeo,NY- Chapter D will supply the drinks and electrical cords
- Remember your dish to pass.
February 21st- 11:00 AM- 2:00 PM –Ride/Event meeting at Linda and Clarks home- Dish to pass
April 4, -Saturday- WNY Training Day. at the Batavia First United Methodist Church at 8221 Lewiston Road in Batavia, NY.As always there will be
classes in REP, MEP, LTP, and a Medic/First Aid course. There may also be a UTDP for those interested in becoming seminar presenters.–
May 2nd – -Saturday-PLP Joint Venture with Chapter “D” and “T” at the Green Lakes State Park
May 3rd –Sunday - rain date for PLP
May 15th – 17th-NY District Ride In- Chapter “U” -Jamestown, NY
May 30th – June 6th is the Warrensburg Bike Week, which by the way also
overlaps with Americade
June 3rd-7th- Americade, Lake George-more information to follow on booth
participation
June 18th- 20th -GWRRA Reno Rendezvous, Grand Sierra Resort, Reno,
Nevada. Contact Customer
Service at 1-800-843-9460 with any questions. Visit RENORENDEZVOUS.com to Register
July 18th- Saturday -Linda and Clark again have graciously accepted to host this picnic gathering at their home. When the time gets closer we will discuss more.
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July 23rd thru 25th- - GWRRA New England Districts Rally, Ramada Lewiston Hotel & Conference Center, 490 Pleasant St., Lewiston, Maine. For
hotel reservations, contact the hotel at 1-207-784- 2331 and mention "Gold Wing Road Riders". For additional rally information contact: Allen & Claudette
Cyr (207) 375-4811
August-6th-8th – Bi-State Rally- Liverpool,NY
August 9th- Sunday -11:00 AM- Chapter “T” picnic-Forrest Park-Raymond Woods PavilionSeptember 3rd-6th- GWRRA Wing Ding 37, Huntsville, Alabama. For information on the area, visit www.huntsville.org. To register for Wing Ding 37, call
Member Services at 800-843-9460 or visit wind-ding.org.
September 17th-20th- NY District Ride-Out- Chapter N- Saratoga Springs
As these events and any new ones occur, we will keep you up dated.
Chapter T is again participating in the selling the Pennsylvania Lottery Tickets. As you will recall, there were three winners
last year in the NY District and one of the winners was our very own Mary Ann and Les Bennett for $100.00. So you never
know!!
There will be 30 winners during the month of April,2015. One winner per day based on the “Daily” Pennsylvania evening
lottery number. Every ticket will have 30 chances to win during the month. No bonus drawings will be eligible with this ticket.
To check the Pennsylvania “Daily” evening lottery numbers use this web site to get a list of numbers drawn each night during April: http://www.palottery.state.pa.us/
There will be 1 winner of $250.00; 12 winners of $100.00 and 17 winners of $50. Tickets are $5.00 each.
Winter is still upon us and the road conditions can be very slippery. We should all remember to drive according to the conditions as it is better to arrive 10 to 15 minutes late, rather than to never reach your destination. Items you should have in your
vehicles are a shovel, a blanket, and warm clothing, and a cell phone! You just never know when they will come in handy
Drive Safely,
Ted and Janice
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or any of you who are interested in following your levels progress, you now have the ability
to see your own Rider Education Levels record. Our District Educator John Van Deusen
covers the procedure in the District News Letter. I have included the portion of that input in this entry later on.
We are hoping to get a Road Captains course available this spring, when the weather breaks. It would be a good
time to refresh our skills, as Chapter “T” has not had this course in a few years or so.
Maybe some of you might take an interest in helping with lead or tail duties on one of the rides during the BiState. I’m sure the ride planners at Chapter “D” would appreciate the local help.
Speaking of the Bi-State Convention, Trish and I will be handling the stocking and setup of the Hospitality Room
again. We plan on opening & closing the room each day and will be looking for volunteers, (attending the convention), to help out through the day. We sincerely hope to get more participation in the rally from Chapter ”T” as a
whole. Not just the Hospitality Room, but spending time with your fellow members, whether on a ride, in a seminar,
or at the banquet. This is the one event that supports our NY District and without our support the District loses the
ability to support many of the programs they offer the chapters.

Don’t Forget the Chili Cook Out and Training Day on February 8th at Chittenango Fire House.
We’ll see you there.
District members where do you stand? Are you in the levels program? Looking to move up or need to check your
status? You no longer have to rely on hooking up with your Chapter Educator to review your records kept on the Rider
Ed Data Base. Our Region B Educators Al & Vicki Stahl recently had an article in the Region B Newsletter on how to
go about checking your individual status, which I have attached.
In the past, you had to go to your Chapter Educator to check your status, but this not always a simple or expedient process. Things got a lot simpler in January 2014. Now you can check your own status! Here’s how:
Go to www.gwrra.org
Under programs, select “Rider Education”
On the left-hand side of page, select “My R.E. Information

N.Y. District Educator John Van Deusen
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TECH CORNER

with Dave Secor & Lester Bennett

Paul's GoldWing Maintenance for Dummies
DISCLAIMER
Maintenance of your Motorcycle requires mechanical aptitude and knowledge. Work done by an unqualified person may endanger your life or worst, void your waranty. These tips are from my own experience or from friends and seem to work for me. I, or
GWTA, are NOT responsible if it doesn't work for you. Use at your own risk.
Do you know the difference between a Left handed philips screwdriver and a Right handed one, if not, then Exit now.
If you've passed the above test and wish to do more than just change the oil and filter, I highly recommend getting the Honda Service Manual. It's a
little confusing reading at times but it's better than spending hours trying to figure out how to get one of the fairings off! Might be a little expensive too but
it's a lot less than taking the bike to the shop (You don't count your own time and you work for free right?).

Water Pump Failure:
Came across an article on Chapt J's WEB site. Seems like automotive coolant may damage the Wing's water pump and suggest to only use motorcycle or Honda coolant:
In response to letters written to Motorcycle Consumer News about the water pump
failures, they printed this article In their August,1997 issue, Volume 28.

After six months of study, we believe we may have found the problem,
and the cure. Unfortunately, it may be several more years before we can
be absolutely certain, but we are going to reveal what we know now, in
hopes that Mr. Carey and some of you others with the same problem will
try our fix and report back in about a year as to whether it worked.
First item: Of all the reported failures 99% occurred sometime after the
owner flushed the system and/or replaced the OEM coolant.
Second item: Of all the reported failures, 99% replaced their coolant with either Zerex or Prestone, and less than 0.2% used
Honda or another motorcycle brand of coolant.
Third item: Conversations with chemical engineers at Dupont and Prestone revealed that their coolants contain microscopic
silicate particles---like very fine sand or ground glass---which are designed to "scrub" rust and corrosion from the surfaces of radiators. Their experts claim that in all their testing these silicates have never damaged seal or 0-rings in water pumps, but they
also concede that no testing has ever been done with motorcycle water pumps.
Forth item: Honda and most other made-for-motorcycle brand coolants Do Not contain
these silicates.
Fifth item: In all of Honda's testing of its water pumps, they cannot find a problem. But
they are using their own coolant in the tests.
From this information, it seems likely that the water pump failures on Gold Wings are
being caused by the silicate particles in the automotive coolants. Obviously, we don't have
enough verifiable, scientific data to know this as a fact. Which is why we need readers like
you, Mr. Carey. The next time you replace your water pump, please flush the system out
thoroughly, and then use only Honda-approved coolant and distilled water with the new
pump. If this one lasts longer than the previous five pumps-or even if it doesn't-please let us
know. And the same goes for all you other Wingers out there with this problem. With your
input, we should know within a year whether we've licked this problem or not.
And if this is the answer, please remember that quite a few of you may owe an apology
to Honda for all the nasty things you've said about them. After all, they can hardly be held
responsible for someone else's products damaging their machines.
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Compressor Outlet:
Have you tried using the compressor's air outlet? After buying one of those extension hoses I just couldn't get it to work! Had to go thrue the electrical
diagram to find out that the key must be in the "Park" position for the outlet to work...
Now why do I always have to do things the hard way, normal people would look in the Owner's Manual which says so! Must be because I'm somekind
of engeneer or sum'thin.
Oil Change
Have you ever wondered if there's an easier way to take off the front under cover to get at the oil filter with all those tabs holding it to the other fairings
around it? Well, the Service Manual says to first remove the fairing front cover by "pressing in on the fairing...".

Pressing on it??? something must have gone wrong in the translation (my first thoughts)... After many attempts, I found out
that they're right but it's probably missing a sentence or two. The fairing front cover is held by 2 bosses close to each side, and
about 3/4 of the way up. Pushing the fairing at the very top about 6 inches from one of the upper corners will release the tab in
that corner. Then squeeze your finger in the opening created while pushing on it and pull the coner of the fairing out releasing the
bosse inside. Repeat for the other upper corner and the fairing front cover will come off. The under cover can now be taken out
much more easily. After taking out the 3 screws you only have the tabs to the right/left fairing lower cover to worry about.
To put it back together do the reverse, the fairing front cover goes on
last. Doesn't make much sense when looking at the bike but it is a lot easier doing it
this way. See diagram.
Tim's Quick Oil Filter Change Tip:
Tim Smith suggests this easy way to change the filter without even taking off the fromt
fairing.
Cut out a small section under the lower cover, just enough to get a filter wrench in and
get the filter out. The cutout is not visible since it's under the bike.
Ask Tim to show you his bike at the next meeting.
Changing Spark Plugs
Spark Plugs are seated deep down in wells where sand and dirt gather. Clean it out carefully so that it doesn't fall inside the cylinder. I've been using a
straw to suck it up then spitting it out. This method however has not yet been approved by OSHA, the FDA nor any other buraucracy.
Carburator Balancing
Service manual mentions a "Special Tool" for this. Nothing "Special" about this tool, it's 4 vacuum gauges and you only use 2 of them (with 6 carbs on
the Valkery, would you need 6 gauges?). The only special tool needed is the attachement to connect one of the gauges to the right intake manifold, the
other gauge plugs in the left manifold with a regular rubber tube. Any vacuum gauges would work just fine, and since you will be measuring the DIFFERENCE between the 2, you don't need any high accuracy gauges but they have to be calibrated to each other (Doesn't matter if they're both wrong, as long
as they're both wrong by the same amount). You also need damper valves on the gauges to get a stable reading. The Special Honda Tool however is nice
because the gauges are all mounted together so you don't need more than 2 hands to do the job.
The Service Manual is not very clear about how to connect the gauges. It says to connect one gauge to the right manifold using the special attachement then to "install the vacuum gauge probes to the intake manifold joints". The drawing also shows the 3 hoses from the other gauges going to the left
side of the bike as if all 3 need to be connected somewhere. Only 1 other gauge is connected to the left side, the other 2 gauges are not used. ( I have had
this confirmed by a Honda mechanic who sort of laughed at me with a " How many Carburators do you think you have?" type of comment!)
To screw in the special attachment tool to the right intake manifold you need to take out a bolt. (seems like they designed this just so they could sell
this special tool...). This bolt however has a Philips head and unless you have a very long philips screwdriver, you could damage the head going at it from
an angle because the crash bar is in the way. I eventually got it out after removing the crash bar and using a punch to get the screw with the damaged
head out. I replaced it with a regular bolt with a hex head, should be a lot easier to take out the next time!
If you mess up the head and have to drill to tap it out, take good care to clean out all the metal filings before taking the bolt out. Remember this is the INtake manifold!
Is it Really worth doing this?
At 16Kmiles you're supposed to clean the filter in the air compressor motor. That's a lot of work for a little foam filter the size of a quarter that doesn't
even get dirty anyway...
Submit your own tips, if it makes any sense I might even try it myself!
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During the month of January Maryland District held there 25th anniversary of the Winter Thing in Ocean City
Maryland. Trish and I had a fun time with the many members from all over Region ”B” that attended this event.
Evan after 25 years this continues to be a popular event, drawing many members from out of state. The fact that
we as members have not had a chance to gather in numbers since Fall makes this a lively and fun event.
The theme for the Friday night dance was “The Silver Screen”. There were many great costumes to be seen from
the early days of motion pictures. Our own NY District Directors Steve & Katy Nutting took first prize for their
interpretation of a couple of the Key Stone Cops from the silent movie days.

Remember the news letter is always waiting for input from you the Chapter Member. If you’ve had a fun or interesting experience, please share it with our chapter through your news letter.
Jim & Trish Thayer
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hapter members Mike &
Betty Goldsworthy who reside in
Sebring FL for the winter months,
took a bike ride up to Lakeland,
FL in January. They tagged along
with some members of Ch N-NY
and also Bob & Sandy Kelley,
members of Ch H-NY. They were
on a Dash 4 Cash ride, visiting the
“Fireballs” of Chapter FL2-L in
Lakeland. With that bright blue
sky and the sunny day, it sure
looks like they had a beautiful day
for a ride.

Trish’s Pondering Thoughts

You too could help fill the pages
of your chapter’s newsletter.
Just send us a picture or two from
any fun get together with other
members and a short note.
We’ll do the rest.

If we do not plant knowledge when young,
it will give us no shade when we are old.
~ Lord Chesterfield ~
Wisdom doesn’t necessarily come with age.
Sometimes age just shows up all by itself.
~ Tom Wilson ~
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